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Affective Cognition 

• sense-making of bodies politic. 
• bodies politic = emergent subjectivity 
• sense-making: 

– sensibility as affective openness 
– significance as value 
– sense as direction of action



Affect = concrete imbrication of 
social and somatic 

• bodies change relative to changing 
situations (differentiation / integration)

• multiple subjectification practices yielding 
distribution of affective cognitive traits in a 
population



Populations of subjects

• CS has presupposed “the” subject
• Even if it is now embodied and embedded, 

it is still an individual / abstract subject
• Opening to the thought of multiple 

embodiments: Iris Marion Young, 
“Throwing Like a Girl” 

• Young calls into question assumption that 
cultural scaffolding is always enabling 



Bio-neuro-politics and 
“Political Physics” 

– “Agency” (vs. structure) only in crisis
– Irrelevancy of cness in “normal” situations
– Stabilization / normalization

– Subjectification practices and market forces
– What you want vs what you need

– Demographics of behavior





Bio-neuro-politics and
“Political Physiology”

• Evacuation of subjectivity in extreme basic 
emotions (“affect programs”)

• Or at least, affective conditioning of 
cognitive processes

• E.g., fear priming via fast signals to 
amygdala / slow signals to cortex

• But fear is not just an example!





• Nor is rage, but that’s another story





Louisiana

• Louisiana: the poorest state in the Union?
• 35% African-American pop. (11% national)



The Atlantic Slave Trade

• Atlantic slave trade meshes bio-energy 
and heat exchange systems

• Transport of bio-usable solar energy from 
tropics to Europe mediated by slave labor





Revolution in Saint Domingue

• Crown jewel of French Empire
• Increased production creates crisis
• Increased importation of “fresh” slaves
• Upsets subjectification / market balance





Toussaint and Dessalines
Agency / personality / consciousness 

as important only in crisis situation



Leclerc and Rochambeau



The Pointe Coupee slave “revolt”

• 1795: the real “First World War”?
• During Haitian Revolution and step-up in 

Louisiana sugar production
• More of a conspiracy than a revolt
• Echoes of the Natchez rebellion of 1729
• Turned from class struggle to race war
• Political physiology of panic triggers 





New Orleans area 
racial differentials

– New Orleans: 66% Af-Am 
– Gretna (immediate suburb): 33% Af-Am







New Orleans racial composition 
pre and post-Katrina



New Orleans neighborhoods

• Uptown, the big hotels, and the French 
Quarter -- private security forces



The Superdome 
and the Convention Center

• Rumors of slave revolt





• A “reversion” to a “state of nature”?
• Perhaps, but to what vision of “human nature”?



Why did pundits turn to Hobbes?





Why not to Rousseau?



Or to Hume?



Or why didn’t they just open 
their eyes?







The solidarity of the people of 
New Orleans

• They rescued themselves, their loved 
ones, their neighbors, and often just plain 
people by simply getting to the Superdome 
and Convention Center

• They were active until forced into passive 
waiting by government order





Methodological individualism 
and Rational Choice theory 

• RCT is more than a “theory”
• It guides atomizing practices
• Produces the “truth” of neo-liberalism

– Atomized population needing transcendent 
control 

– “methodology becomes metaphysics”



Homo economicus



• Satz and Ferejohn, “Rational Choice and 
Social Theory,” J Phil 91.2 (1994)

• RCT only predictive in constrained / 
coercive social environments 

• “political physics”: equilibrium models / 
normalized behavior

• Mirowski, More Heat than Light



Not really a good empirical 
psychological theory



But a theory of 
coercive social conditions



A new science
of prosocial human nature

• Contra EP / genetic reductionist views, which 
hold to methodological individualism

• DST: multiple levels of selection, including 
social patterns of development of affect

• Evolution: 
– Social brain hypothesis (modifying Robin Dunbar 

to include DST / affect angles)
– Group selection

• Development: 
– Neonate face-recognition / imitation
– Social triggers of brain development





Mirror neurons and empathy: 
a neuroscience of prosocial human nature?



Theory theory: 3rd person observation / inference
Simulation theory: 1st person modeling / inference

• Gallese et al (2004): “A unifying view of the basis of 
social cognition,” Trends in Cognitive Science.

• Singer et al (2004): “Empathy for pain involves the 
affective but not sensory components of pain,” 
Science. 

Phenomenology: 2nd person intersubjectivity
• Thompson (2001): “Empathy and Consciousness,” 

Journal of Consciousness Studies.
• Gallagher (2005): How the Body Shapes the Mind 

(Oxford)



A fundamental link of affect, 
body image / schema / integrity

• Gallese and Singer: focus on “viscero-motor” 
centers in their simulation theories

• Damasio and Panksepp: primary awareness is 
engaged with proprioception of bodily condition

• Soldiers’ anecdotes: overwhelming negative 
feelings of seeing the other’s guts

• Agony of the other is powerfully felt:
– “as if” simulation (Damasio)
– corporeal intersubjectivity (Gallagher)

– Experienced as guilt (“My God, what have I 
done?”)





Bio-cultural evolution
or, the history of affect

• DST: extrasomatic inheritance (reliably 
reproduced in next life cycle). 

• Thus we have bio-cultural evolution (Richerson 
and Boyd; Bowles and Gintis). 

• The units of bio-cultural evolution are sets of 
cultural practices, as producing affective 
structures (tendencies to react to categories of 
events) by tinkering with neuro-endocrine 
developmental processes. 



• Now almost all of us reliably develop 
a set of basic emotions (rage, 
sadness, joy, fear, distaste)we share 
with a good number of mammals. 





• Most of us also have prosocial emotions 
(fairness, gratitude, punishment ) we share 
with primates, given certain basic 
socializing inputs. 





• But in many sets of cultural practices, 
these prosocial emotions are local and 
limited to the symbolically marked in-
group. 





Why is partiality of prosocial
emotions so common? 

• War as selection pressure: in-group conformity
• With bio-eco constraints, e.g., disease, famine
• We don’t need to go to a “killer ape” hypothesis 

to recognize this. 



• But war has a history. It co-evolves with 
cultural practices producing affective 
structure.

• Tribal warfare: virtually all the males of the 
tribe take part. 



Helena, Teil 2: Der Untergang Trojas
Directed by Manfred Noa (1923/24) 



• Civilized war come from agriculture-based 
class society. (Irrigation: hydro-geo-bio-
politics!)

• Split btw warriors and peasants who 
support them (and the artisans who supply 
the arms and the bards who sing their 
praises). 







• Unit of analysis: sets of bio-cultural 
practices producing specialized affective 
structures relative to “war machine.”

• So we can’t assume an abstract affective 
cognitive subject but have to investigate 
the history of affect in its geo-hydro-bio-
neuro-political context.



Bio-neuropolitics of 
racial perception 

• Correll et al (2006), “Event-related 
potentials and the decision to shoot: The 
role of threat perception and cognitive 
control,” Journal of  Experimental Social 
Psychology. 

• Increased amygdala activation in 
racialized perception = no perception of 
“the” other



Region of the right amygdala (centered on 24, −5, −15, with a 5mm diameter) 
that was more active during the presentation of dark-skinned and light-skinned 
Black faces and dark-skinned White faces relative to light-skinned White faces.
Soc Cogn Affect Neurosci. 2007 March; 2(1): 39–44. 



The worst of all governments





The worst of all governments

• The spontaneous solidarity of the people 
of New Orleans and Louisiana

• Was actively stopped by local, state and 
federal governments

• Racist panic in face of “slave revolt”
– “Little Somalia”
– Mud people and sky people























Disaster capitalism 
and the War on Terror

• After Seattle and dot.com bubble 
• Search for natural / social crises
• Privatization, deregulation, social cuts and 

“securitization”
• Klein’s examples:

– Iraq 2003
– Sri Lanka 2004
– New Orleans 2005







Disaster capitalism in NO

• “We finally cleaned up public 
housing in New Orleans. We 
couldn’t do it, but God did,” 
Richard Baker, Republican 
congressman for Baton Rouge.



“Safe Zone” Initiative: demolish blighted or “public 
nuisance” housing in a five block area surrounding schools



Fighting back



Social aid and pleasure clubs



Second line in honor of Kufaru (local drummer)



Music and politics together
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